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1. Create a text file  “story.txt” with some sentences in it. Using a function count() 
to count the words „HIS‟ and „HER‟(not case sensitive).  
For example, if the file contains 
Rinky has gone to his friend‟s house.His friend‟s 
name is Ravya.her house is 12 Km from here. 
The function should display  the output as: 
Count for His:2 
Count for Her:1 

2. Write a program to find the number of words in the previously created file 
“story.txt”  and display it. 
 

3. Write a program to count the number of lines  starting with the letter „R‟ or „D‟ in 
the text file “story.txt” and  write those line in another file “found.txt”. Display 
the content of “found.txt”. 
 

4. Write a program to count the  number of alphabets and digits  from the file 
“story.txt” and display it. 
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